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Abstract

Wind power is the fastest growing renewable energy and is promising as the number
one source of clean energy in the near future. Among various generators used to
convert wind energy, the induction generator has attracted more attention due to its
lower cost, lower requirement of maintenance, variable speed, higher energy capture
efficiency, and improved power quality [1-2]. Generally, there are two types of
induction generators widely used in wind power systems – Squirrel-Cage Induction
Generator (SCIG) and Doubly-Fed Induction Generator (DFIG). The straightforward
power conversion technique using SCIG is widely accepted in fixed-speed applica‐
tions with less emphasis on the high efficiency and control of power flow. However,
such direct connection with grid would allow the speed to vary in a very narrow range
and thus limit the wind turbine utilization and power output. Another major problem
with SCIG wind system is the source of reactive power; that is, an external reactive
power compensator is required to hold distribution line voltage and prevent whole
system from overload. On the other hand, the DFIG with variable-speed ability has
higher energy capture efficiency and improved power quality, and thus dominates
the large-scale power conversion applications. With the advent of power electronics
techniques, a back-to-back converter, which consists of two bidirectional converters
and a dc-link, acts as an optimal operation tracking interface between DFIG and loads
[3-5]. Field orientation control (FOC) is applied to both rotor- and stator-side
converters to achieve desirable control on voltage and power [6,7].

In this chapter, a brief introduction of wind power system is presented first, which is
followed by introduction of SCIG and DFIG from aspects of modeling and control.
The basic FOC algorithm is derived based on DFIG model in dq reference frame. At
last, the power generation efficiency is considered through different Maximum Power
Point Tracking (MPPT) methods that have attracted a lot of attention in the variable-
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speed operation systems. A comparative analysis involving advantage and disad‐
vantage of the methods is conducted.

Keywords: wind power systems, SCIG, DFIG, back-to-back converter, FOC, MPPT

1. Introduction

The core component of a modern induction generator wind power system is the turbine
nacelle, which generally accommodates the mechanisms, generator, power electronics, and
control cabinet. The mechanisms, including yaw systems, shaft, and gear box, etc., facilitate
necessary mechanical support to various dynamic behavior of the turbine. The generator is
dedicated to the conversion between mechanical energy, which is captured by turbine rotor,
and electrical energy. The generated electrical energy then needs to be regulated and condi‐
tioned to be connected to the power grid for use. In this section, the wind power system layout
and classification are introduced first, which is followed by the outlining of the feasible power
electronic converter interface between generators and loads. Lastly, the control scheme is
briefly addressed and discussed in detail in section 2.

1.1. Overview of wind power systems

Figure 1 shows the general layout of a wind turbine nacelle. The generator is either driven (in
generation mode) or propelling (in motoring mode) the turbine blades through a shaft. The
gearbox can be used to facilitate the speed difference between turbine and generator. The blade
stall and pitch mechanisms are also involved to limit the power as well as the turbine plane
yawing and tilting. By these means, the blade effective aerofoil cross section and thus the
interface with wind pressure can be controlled. The performance coefficients responding to
different yaw angle and pitch angle show significant variations [1-3]. In addition, as the most
dynamically efficient choice, three blades connected through a hub with flanges is the
commonly used topology in the front of the nacelle. The flanges are designed to enable the
pitch angle adjustment. In most of the variable-speed wind systems, the high-efficiency
operation always relies on the wind speed information. As a result, the anemometer can be
used as one of the solutions. The basic function of the tower is to reach a higher position in
order to obtain more airstream and wind speed. The tower can be constructed in either soft or
stiff ways. A stiff tower has a natural frequency which lies above the blade passing frequency.
Soft towers are lighter and cheaper but have to withstand more movement, and thus suffer
from higher stress levels [2].

There are a number of classifications that group the wind power systems into different
categories. According to the loads, grid integrated system and islanded system are employed
to feed power grid and isolated load, respectively. According to the generators used, popular
options are SCIG wind system, DFIG wind system, and Permanent Magnet Synchronous
Generator (PMSG) wind system. Other alternative generator systems are also mentioned in
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the literature, such as brushless DFIGs (BDFIG) system [5,6], direct-drive synchronous
generator (DDSG) system [7,9], switched reluctance generator (SRG) system [10], multiple-
stage geared SCIG system [10], and radial/axial/transversal-flux PM generator systems
[7,12-14]. These solutions generally require relatively complex operation principle and
equipment assembly. According to the presence of the gear box, there are multistage gear box
wind system, single-stage gear box wind system, and direct drive wind system (without gear
box) in where the Synchronous Generator (SG) qualifies the system to have a simpler and more
reliable drive train. However, the lower generator speed, and thus larger torque, requires more
poles, larger diameter, and volume, and hence higher cost.

The most promising classifications in induction generator wind systems are fixed-speed,
limited-variable-speed, and variable-speed wind systems, according to the operations of
induction generator speed. Comparisons between these wind power systems have been
intensively conducted, based on different speed variation levels [12,15-19]. A summary of their
advantages and disadvantages is presented in Table 1. The fixed-speed concept has been
successfully applied in SCIG wind systems. The drive train applies multiple-stage gearbox and
a SCIG is directly connected to the grid via a transformer. To support the grid, external reactive
power compensation and soft starter are necessary [5,6]. The limited variable-speed system is
an improved version of the SCIG type but it uses a wound rotor induction generator instead,
which allows the stator to be connected to the grid, and the rotor to have a variable resistance
controlled by a power converter. Through the control of rotor resistance, the slip of the

Figure 1. Wind power system nacelle [8]
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generator is varied. The variable-speed system is a concept commonly used in large power
rating applications (>1.5 MW). Different combinations among DFIG, SCIG, partial or full
converters would lead to variable-speed operation systems. The control system maintains the
optimal generator speed, thus the optimal output power, through controlling the generator
currents and voltages. Due to the high efficiency and capability of Faults Ride Through (FRT),
this type of wind power system dominates the high-capacity power market nowadays.

Advantages Disadvantages

Fixed-speed
system

a. Simple construction and robust
b. Low cost and maintenance
c. Easy control

a. Not optimal operation, thus low efficiency
b. Easy power fluctuation caused by wind speed
and tower pressure
c. External reactive power compensation is
needed
d. Weak capability of FRT

Limited-speed
system

a. Limited speed variation is implemented
b. The slip ring may be replaced by optical
coupling

a. Speed variation range depends on the size of
the variable rotor resistance (<10%)
b. The controlled rotor power must be dissipated
by heat in the resistor
c. Still need reactive power compensation and
cannot support the grid alone

Variable-speed
system

a. Large range of speed variation
b. Appropriate control enables optimal operation
for maximum power extraction
c. No external power compensation is needed and
is able to support the grid
d. High FRT capability
e. Suitable and commonly used for large-scale
wind farms

a. Relatively complicated control system
b. Higher converters and control costs
c. May need a multistage gearbox and slip ring in
DFIG system
d. May need expensive PM material and large
diameter design in direct drive

Table 1. Comparison among different wind power systems

1.2. Power electronics interface topologies in wind power systems

Power electronics is the key element enabling the regulation and conditioning of the power,
voltage, and frequency with high efficiency and flexibility. In addition, more involvement of
distributed power systems nowadays emphasizes the crucial role of power electronics
interface among energy generation, storage, and transmission.

Due to the developments in semiconductor switches and microprocessors, many power
electronics techniques have been developed during the past decades [20,21]. Besides the diode
converters, line-commutated thyristor converters and self-commutated IGBT/MOSFET
converters are found applicable to wind power systems. The line-commutated converters are
generally used in high-power applications but they are incapable of controlling the reactive
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power. The self-commutated converters are able to transfer and control power bidirectionally
because of the capability of controllable switch turning-off. Nowadays, wind power systems,
especially the variable-speed wind power system, primarily rely on the converters that
implement full power control. Different converter topologies and combinations have been
successfully employed in this field, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Commonly used power electronics converter topologies for wind power system ((a) diode and line-commu‐
tated converter, combined with reactive power compensation; (b) diode and PWM VSI converter; (c) diode and DC/DC
chopper and PWM VSI converter; (d) back-to-back PWM VSI converter; (e) matrix converter)

Due to the employment of diode rectifier, the topology in Figure 2(a) is uncontrolled and a
thyristor inverter is used to regulate the generator speed through dc-link voltage to obtain
firing angle commands. Obviously, this scheme is simple for control and costs less than self-
commutated converter. More importantly, it is suitable for high power rating applications.
However, the weakness is that extra reactive power compensation is required, which contains
a voltage source converter (VSC). The grid voltage may be regulated to obtain reference current
for the compensator and the control signal comes from the regulation of the compensator
current [22,23]. To remove the compensator, a self-commutated converter could be used to
take the place of thyristor inverter, as shown in Figure 2(b). Again, the regulation of dc-link
voltage can provide current reference, which is controlled to generate control signals for the
PWM inverter [24]. Two self-commutated converters connected through a dc-link, as shown
in Figure 2(d), enable bidirectional power flow, which is the key to ensuring high efficiency in
motoring operation of generator. The FOC is applied on both sides of converters based on dq
reference frame [23,25]. The grid-side converter keeps a constant dc-link voltage, while the
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generator-side converter is responsible for both active and reactive power control [23]. In the
generator-side converter control, the d-axis current could be set at zero to maximize the torque,
while the q-axis current is derived from power regulation [26,27]. An alternative topology of
Figure 2(d) is shown in Figure 2(c), where the generator-side self-commutated converter is
replaced by a diode rectifier connected to an intermediate chopper [28]. This configuration is
impossible for bidirectional power flow caused by the diode rectifier. But it can achieve a
similar wide range of speed variation as two self-commutated converters. The grid-side
converter controls the dc-link voltage for d-axis current reference and controls the reactive
power for q-axis current reference. The active power regulation and thus the speed control are
carried out to generate reference dc-link current. The duty cycle of chopper switch can be
obtained using current regulation. The converter configurations discussed are actually
multistage implementation of AC conversion. An intermediate DC stage is needed to assist
conversion and associated control. In recent years, such procedure has been investigated by a
single-stage converter, the matrix converter, which performs the energy transformation
without help from a bulky storage stage. The controllable switches are arranged in such a way
that any input phase may be connected to any output phase at any time. The matrix converter
may be applied to the DFIG system, like the topology in Figure 2(e) [29,30]. According to the
stator flux FOC, the reactive and active power can be regulated by d- and q-axis current,
respectively [30]. An alternative control strategy is by regulating the rotor winding voltage to
control the power factor (PF) and applying the double space vector PWM technique [29]. It is
worth noting that the SCIG system has high starting currents. One effective way to limit the
starting current is by using the soft-starter that applies thyristors to limit the RMS starter
current below rated current. The starter is shorted after the full load is reached. The torque
peak can be decreased as well, which reduces the gearbox pressure [9,10].

The high-efficiency energy conversion and full control of power exclusively rely on the power
electronic converter and the control scheme applied on. Consequently, the broadly accepted
total wind power system topologies subject to above power electronics are reviewed as follows.
Since the high-efficiency variable speed systems are the primary focus, Figure 3 summarizes
the feasible variable-speed system topologies, for induction generator systems as well as
synchronous generator systems for systematized purpose. Due to the low demand on the
converter power rating of approximately 30% of the total power rating, the DFIG with partial
converter, shown in Figure 3(a), is a widespread topology for wind power systems. Also, due
to the presence of a rotor-side converter, the rotor power is fed back to the grid without
dissipation in the resistor. Instead of a partial converter, PMSG or SCIG can be connected to a
full rating converter, as shown Figure 3(b). This topology has better grid FRT ability because
the generator-side is totally independent of the grid-side. However, the converter rating and
loss are high. Figure 3(c) shows the direct drive system, which is aimed at removing the gearbox
and associated loss [16]. The generator rotor is connected to the turbine shaft directly and runs
at the same very slow speed. Therefore, a high torque and a large machine radius are required
to transfer the same amount of power. Fewer components enable less loss and thus more
reliable performance in this type of system. To compromise between machine size and
spinning speed, the single-stage gearbox, shown in Figure 3(d), is applied [15]. Figure 3(e)
shows the electrically excited synchronous generator (EESG) system, which has a rotor-side
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converter to provide DC excitation while the stator is connected to a full converter like the case
in Figure 3(c). Although there is an increase in cost due to the extra winding for excitation and
it also requires more maintenance, the EESG could minimize the loss through controlling the
flux via rotor converter [7,11,12].

Figure 3. Commonly used wind power system topologies ((a) DFIG with partial/matrix converter; (b) PMSG/SCIG
with full converter; (c) direct drive; (d) PMSG with full converter and less stage gearbox; (e) EESG direct drive)

1.3. Generator control schemes in wind power systems

SCIG and DFIG are used almost exclusively in the energy conversion stage of the induction
generator wind power system. The most commonly used system topologies are SCIG directly
connected into the power grid and DFIG fed by back-to-back converter (Figure 3(a) and Figure
3(d)). The first topology implies a constant frequency and voltage of the SCIG that establishes
a fixed-speed operation. In such system, the SCIG relies on the grid (or capacitor bank) to
provide reactive power which is necessary to build electromagnetic excitation for rotary field.
The generating mode of SCIG is triggered by driven torque which acts opposite to the generator
speed within the super-synchronous speed operation region. Due to the absence of the power
electronics interface, such system can only serve the grid support applications, wherein just
limited control (pitch angle control) can be applied.

The DFIG system, on the other hand, enables the flexible and efficient operations with FOC
applied on the rotor-winding-side power electronics interface. The FOC is an instantaneous
control that effectively manipulates the position-dependent variables, such as torque and
power, in induction generator wind power systems. By aligning a particular space variable
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with d-axis, stator currents could be decoupled into flux component and torque component in
dq rotating frame. The currents can be thus controlled separately like in DC motor drive. To
implement the control in hardware, PWM technique is generally employed based on Space
Vector Modulation (SVM). The SVM is based on space reference voltage vector and associated
switching logics. Any space vector can be comprised of vector sum of two adjacent voltage
vectors, and the duty cycles of three-phase voltages are calculated based on the dwelling time
of two voltage vectors. This is the method widely used in standard industry applications.

The following section examines the detailed modeling and control strategies of both systems.

2. Model and control of induction generator in wind power systems

2.1. Model of wind power and wind turbine

As a typical kinetic energy, wind energy is extracted through wind turbine blades and then
transferred by the gearbox and rotor hub to mechanical energy in shaft. The shaft drives the
generator to convert the mechanical energy to electrical energy. According to Newton’s law,
the kinetic energy for the wind with particular wind speed Vw is described as:

21 
2k wE mV= (1)

where m represents the mass of the wind, and its power can be written as:

( )2 2 31 1 1 
2 2 2

k
w w w w w

E mP V AV V AV
t t

r r
¶ ¶

= = = =
¶ ¶

(2)

where ρ and A are the air density and turbine rotor swipe area, respectively. The extracted
mechanical power can thus be expressed as:

( ) ( ) 31 ,  ,  
2m p w p wP C P C AVl b l b r= = (3)

where Pm is the mechanical output power in watt, which depends on performance coefficient
Cp(λ, β), Cp depends on tip speed ratio λ and blade pitch angle β, and determines how much
of the wind kinetic energy can be captured by the wind turbine system. A nonlinear model
describes Cp(λ, β) as [3]:

( ) ( ) 62
1 2 3 4 5,  c

pC c c c c c el b b b -= - - - (4)
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where, c1=0.5, c2=116/λi, c3=0.4, c4=0, c5=5, c6=21/λi and

3
1 0.035
0.08 1il l b b

= -
+ +

(5)

With the dependence on the λ and β, maximum value of Cp could be reached and maintained
through controlling the pitch angle and generator speed at particular wind speed. A group of
typical Cp – λ curves for different β is shown in Figure 4 and there is always a maximum value
for Cp at one particular wind speed. Correspondingly, the output power is determined by
different Cp and also the generator speed at different wind speed, as shown in Figure 5, where
there is always one maximum power value for each wind speed, which is the goal of the MPPT
control.

Figure 4. Cp versus λ curve for a wind turbine (β is the pitch angle) [23]

2.2. Model and control of SCIG

As a fixed-speed wind power system, SCIG is directly connected to the grid through trans‐
former and thus operates at almost constant speed without controlling from power electronics
interface. It was commonly used in Denmark during 1980s and 1990s and thus is also called
“Danish Concept” system. The robust and simple configuration qualifies such system for many
applications where the cost is a higher priority concern than efficiency. Figure 6 shows the
schematics of entire SCIG wind system including the wind turbine, pitch control, and reactive
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power compensator. The entire system includes three stages for delivering the energy from
wind turbine to the power grid. The first one is wind farm stage which handles with low-
voltage Vwt; the second is distribution stage which has medium-voltage Vdis; the third is grid
transmission stage which has high-voltage Vgrid. The three-phase transformers take care of the
interface between two stages [10]. The nominal power is considered as active power reference
to regulate the pitch angle, while the distribution line-to-line voltage and phase current are
monitored to favor the reactive power compensation for distribution line. This fairly straight‐
forward technique was firstly used since it is simple, with rugged construction, has reliable
operation and is low cost. However, the fixed-speed nature and potential voltage instability
problem severely limit the operations of SCIG wind system [1,3].

It is clear from Figure 5 that at a particular wind speed, the output active power is also a fixed
value in the case of fixed generator speed. Thus, the output power is exclusively wind speed
dependent until the nominal power is reached. The wind speed at nominal power is called
nominal wind speed. Beyond this wind speed, the pitch angle system will prevent the output
power from exceeding the nominal value. The pitch angle is determined by an open-loop
control of regulated output active power and, as shown in Figure 7. Due to the huge size of
blade and thus the huge inertia, pitch angle has to change at a slow rate and within a reasonable
range. It is also worth noting that without reactive power source, the SCIG system tends to a
voltage droop in distribution line which will cause overload problem.

Simulation in [23] illustrates the operation of a 0.855MW SCIG system. From Figure 8, the initial
generator speed is set at slip s = -0.01 p.u. with respect to synchronous speed and then response
to the wind speed input disturbance. Since the power is lower than the nominal value (0.855

Figure 5. Power versus generator speed curve for wind turbine [31]
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MW) before t = 10 s, pitch angle control is not online. Since that moment, the wind speed
increases and so do the generator speed and power until the wind speed exceeds the nominal
value (11 m/s) at where the pitch control is triggered to block the further increase of output
power. In this way, the output power persists at nominal value thereafter.

It is noted that the generator speed can only vary in very small range around 1 p.u. and thus
it is impossible to attain the optimal output power. Also, without independent control ability,
SCIG system consumes reactive power of 0.41 Mvar at the steady state, which will lead to line
voltage droop. To provide necessary reactive power, a Static Synchronous Compensator
(STATCOM) is applied in distribution line. As in Figure 9, distribution line voltage can drop
by approximately 0.055 p.u. in SCIG system without STATCOM, which will be a potential
induction of overload in system. In contrast, SCIG system with STATCOM can hold distribu‐
tion voltage at 0.99 p.u., which is favorable to grid system stability. The compensated reactive
power from STATCOM is shown in Figure 10 and is equal to 0.3 Mvar at the steady state.
Although STACOM provides impressive help to a constant distribution line voltage, DFIG
wind system presents more attractive attributes.

Figure 6. SCIG wind power system configuration

Figure 7. Pitch angle control
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Figure 8. Pitch angle control for SCIG system [23]

Figure 9. Grid voltages comparison between SCIG w/o. STACOM, SCIG w. STACOM and DFIG [23]
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Figure 10. Compensated reactive power from STATCOM [23]

2.3. Model and control of DFIG

Traditionally, the dynamic slip control is employed to fulfill the variable-speed operation in
induction generator wind system, in which the rotor windings are connected with variable
resistor and control the slip by varied resistance [3,11]. This type of system attains limited
variations of generator speed but external reactive power source is still necessary. In order to
completely remove the reactive power compensation and control both active and reactive
power independently, DFIG wind power system is one of most popular methods in wind
energy applications [1,3,7]. The DFIG wind power system with associated back-to-back
converter is a typical variable speed system as shown in Figure 11, which complies with the
topologies in Figures 3(a) and 2(d). The generator stator windings are connected directly to
grid (with fixed voltage and frequency of grid) while the rotor windings are fed by an AC/DC/
AC IGBT-based PWM converter (back-to-back converter with capacitor dc-link), at variable
frequency through slip rings and brushes. Although such system needs the gearbox and slip
rings to function, many advantages enable DFIG system to dominate most wind market
nowadays. It facilitates variation of a wide speed range (±30% around synchronous speed),
the lower rating requirement on power converters (30% of generator power), and thus lower
cost. Also, it has high efficiency induced by bidirectional power flow, and the ability to perform
reactive power compensation and smooth grid integration. In this configuration, the back-to-
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back converter consists of two parts: the stator/grid-side converter and the rotor-side converter.
Both are voltage source converters while a capacitor bank between two converters acts as a dc
voltage interface.

In this section, the modeling of DFIG is introduced first and followed by the consequent FOC
algorithm which is divided into two parts: stator-side converter control and rotor-side
converter control. The SVM method and islanded operation control are also addressed.

Figure 11. DFIG wind power system configuration

2.3.1. dq model of DFIG

The modeling is conducted under the dq reference frame. The equivalent circuits of DFIG in
the dq reference frame are depicted in Figure 12(a, b) and the relationships between voltage V,
current I, flux Ψ, and torque Te can be derived by writing KVL equations. For stator-side, the
d- and q-axis voltage components are given as:

( )

( )

 

  

ds dr
ds s ds s qs ls m m

qs qr
qs s qs s ds ls m m

dI dI
V R I L L L a

dt dt
dI dI

V R I L L L b
dt dt

w

w

= - Y + + +

= + Y + + +
(6)

And similarly, the d- and q-axis voltage components in rotor-side are given as:
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Because the flux linkage along d- and q-axis follow:

    
     

ds s ds m dr

qs s qs m qr

L I L I a
L I L I b

Y = +
Y = + (8)

    
     

dr r dr m ds
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The reorganized DFIG stator voltages in d- and q-axis, respectively, are presented as:

    

    

ds
ds s ds s qs

qs
qs s qs s ds

d
V R I a

dt
d

V R I b
dt

w

w

Y
= - Y +

Y
= + Y +

(10)

And the DFIG rotor voltages in d- and q-axis, respectively, are presented as:

    

    

dr
dr r dr s qr

qr
qr r qr s dr

d
V R I s a

dt
d

V R I s b
dt

w

w

Y
= - Y +

Y
= + Y +

(11)

The generator electromagnetic torque is correspondingly given as:

( )3   
2e p ds qs qs dsT n I I= Y - Y (12)

where Ls=Lls+Lm; Lr=Llr+Lm; and sωs = ωs – ωr represents the difference between synchronous
speed and generator speed; subscripts r, s, m, d, q denote the rotor, stator, magnitizing, d-axis
and q-axis components, respectively; Te is electromagnetic torque; Lm and np are generator
mutual inductance and the number of pole pairs, respectively.
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Figure 12. Equivalent circuit of DFIG ((a) d-axis; (b) q-axis)

2.3.2. Control of rotor-side converter

The control of DFIG modeled above is applied on back-to-back converter and is therefore also
divided into rotor-side control and stator-side control.

First, the rotor-side converter is studied. To d-axis, the rotor flux linkage Ψqr in Equation (7a)
is substituted by Equation (9b), resulting in:

( ) ( )r dr m ds
dr r dr s r qr m qs

d L I L I
V R I s L I L I

dt
w

+
= - + + (13)

By substituting the Ids by Ψds in Equation (8a), the Equation (13) can be expressed as:

( )ds m drdr m
dr r dr s r qr s m qs r

s

d L IdI L
V R I s L I s L I L

dt L dt
w w

Y -
= - - + + (14)

Because it is directly connected to the grid, the stator voltage shares constant magnitude and
frequency of grid voltage. One could make the d-axis align with stator voltage vector, and it
is true that Vs=Vds and Vqs=0, thus Ψs=Ψqs and Ψds=0, which are stator voltage-oriented vector
control scheme, as depicted in Figure 13. Therefore, Equation (14) can be organized as:
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Equation (15) implies that the d-axis rotor voltage consists of two voltage components Vdr
1 and

Vdr
2:

2
1
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m
dr r r dr

s

dr s r qr m qs
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V s L I L I bw
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è ø
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(16)

Figure 13. Stator voltage FOC reference frame

The Vdr
1 is called current regulation part and depicted by Figure 14, where σ = Lr - Lm

2/Ls. Due
to the linear relationship between Vdr

1 and Idr, the PI controller is employed. Besides, Vdr
2 is the

cross-coupling part and requires feedforward compensation for a complete control. Eventu‐
ally, the rotor-side converter voltage in d-axis is derived as:
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1 2   drc dr dr drV V V V= = + (17)

where subscript rc denotes the rotor-side converter. After the conversion of dq-abc, the rotor-
side converter voltage Vabc_rc can be obtained, which is used to generate PWM control signals
for rotor-side converter.

Figure 14. Current regulation part of d-axis rotor-side converter voltage

If only steady-state is considered, the derivative parts in Equation (10) are neglected and one
can obtain stator flux as:

( )
2 2

  
             

  / ( ) b

Ψ  Ψ            

qs s qs
ds
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Y = +

(18)

According to Equations (8), (10), and (12), the rotor-side converter reference current is derived
as:
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where Isc, Rc, and F are stator-side converter current, choke resistance, and friction factor,
respectively. Popt, Pe_ref, and Ploss are desired optimal output active power, reference active
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power, and system power loss, respectively. Combining Equations (8), (10), and (11), the active
power is used as command inputs to determine current references Idr_ref.

Similarly, the q-axis rotor-side converter voltage consists of current regulation and cross-
coupling parts too:
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1 2   qrc qr qr qrV V V V= = + (22)

where the derivative of stator flux in Equation (21b) is considered as zero at steady-state. Also,
the current regulation part is illustrated in Figure 15. If the stator-side converter’s reactive
power is controlled to be zero, the output reactive power is stator reactive output power. Then,
one has:

( )1      o s sc s ds qs ds s m qr
s

Q Q Q Q V I V L I
L

= + = = = - = - Y - (23)

Thus, the regulation of reactive power can lead to Iqr_ref.

Figure 15. Current regulation part of q-axis rotor-side converter voltage

Involving the deviations of rotor voltage and reference currents in both d- and q-axis, Figure
16 exhibits the total control scheme for rotor-side converter, where the Popt is obtained from
MPPT.

2.3.3. Control of stator-side converter

The stator-side converter is controlled based on relationship between voltage, flux, and current
of stator and choke, which is modeled by a cross-coupling model, as described in Figure 17. It
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is seen that the grid (stator) voltage is equal to the sum of stator-side converter voltage and
choke occupied voltage. By KVL:
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The flux linkage follows:
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Thus, the reorganized stator-side converter voltage in d- and q-axis, respectively, are presented
as:
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where the subscripts sc and ch denote the variables of stator-side converter and choke,
respectively. Lc and Rc are the inductance and resistance of the choke.

Based on the model in Equation (26a, b), the current regulation part of choke voltage in d- and
q-axis are described as (27a, b) and Figure 18(a, b).

Figure 16. Total rotor-side converter control scheme
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Figure 18. Current regulation part of choke voltage ((a) d-axis; (b) q-axis)

The cross-coupling part of choke voltage Vdch2 and Vqch2 are expressed as (28a, b) and the total
stator-side converter voltage is derived as (29a, b).

Figure 17. Equivalent circuit of stator-side converter choke [23]
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The current reference Iqsc_ref is generally set at zero for zero reactive power output from stator-
side converter while Idsc_ref is determined by the regulation of dc-link voltage Vdc. The stator-
side converter voltage control is depicted in Figure 19.

Figure 19. Total stator-side converter control scheme [23]

With both rotor- and stator-side converter controls, the simulation results [23] in Figure 20
present a stable and controllable dynamic response to a gusty wind speed. Also, an FRT
capability is verified by a voltage droop happening within a constant wind speed. Figure 21
shows twice oscillations at two dynamic moments and the control system effectively recovers
the system-regulated outputs in short amount of time.

2.3.4. Space Vector Modulation (SVM)

The purpose of both rotor- and stator-side converter controls is to obtain the reference voltages
which are expected to be produced by the converter. The next step is obviously to generate the
corresponding PWM gate signals for the converter. To a 2-level three-phase voltage source
inverter, there are six switches of three legs in inverter controlling the phase voltage and thus
the current of induction generator. By defining the “ON” and "OFF" states of upper switch by
“1” and “0,” respectively, for one leg, there exist up to eight different states for inverter outputs.
They are summarized in Table 2 as well as the resulted phase voltage in abc and αβ frames.
Eight inverter output voltages can be considered as eight voltage vectors [0, 0, 0] through [1,
1, 1] that are illustrated in Figure 22.
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Figure 20. Gusty wind responses ((a) DC-link voltage Vdc; (b) generator speed ωr; (c) active power P; (d) reactive power
Q; (e) wind speed Vw)

Figure 21. Dynamic responses to grid voltage droop ((a) DC-link voltage Vdc; (b) generator speed ωr; (c) active power P;
(d) reactive power Q; (e) grid voltage Vgrid)
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Figure 22. Eight inverter voltage space vectors

L1 L2 L3 Van Vbn Vcn Vα Vβ

1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 2V dc/3 -V dc/3 -V dc/3 √(2/3)V dc 0

1 1 0 Vdc/3 Vdc/3 -2V dc/3 √(1/6)V dc √(1/2)V dc

0 1 0 - V dc/3 2V dc/3 - V dc/3 -√(1/6)V dc √(1/2)V dc

0 1 1 -2V dc/3 Vdc/3 Vdc/3 -√(2/3)V dc 0

0 0 1 - V dc/3 - V dc/3 2V dc/3 -√(1/6)V dc -√(1/2)V dc

1 0 1 Vdc/3 -2V dc/3 Vdc/3 √(1/6)V dc -√(1/2)V dc

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Table 2. Space vector states (L1–L3 represent inverter leg1–leg3)

Once the reference space vector voltage in αβ frame is achieved by current regulation, the
magnitude and angle of the voltage are used to implement the SVM. With constant PWM
frequency, a space vector is always realized by a vector sum of two adjacent vectors in Table
2. Taking the space vector voltage (0 to 60 degree section) in Figure 23 as an example, it is equal
to the vector sum of V1 and V2 with magnitudes of dx and dy, respectively, which are the duty
cycles of two vectors [32]:
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where dz denotes the duty cycle of zero vector. Generally, the zero vectors [0, 0, 0] or [1, 1, 1]
contribute the remaining PWM period after dx and dy. The space vector voltages located in
other sections can follow the same procedure to obtain the duty cycles of dx, dy, and dz. Then,
the Minimum-Loss Space Vector PWM (MLSVPWM) technique is applied to determine the
sequence of vectors [32]. The PWM signals are eventually obtained based on computed duty
cycles and sequence of vectors. Figures 24 and 25 show the simulation and experimental three-
phase duty ratios for inverter phase A, B, and C, where no switching action happens if 0 or 1
duty cycle is the case. It is seen that there is always one phase being absent of switching at any
moment, which minimizes the switching loss of the semiconductor switches. Also, the
experimental results reveal the sinusoidal nature of the line voltage duty ratio that is expected
for sinusoidal fundamental line voltage output of inverter. With this PWM SVM technique,
the rotor- and stator-side converters are controlled by previously derived FOC.

Figure 23. Duty cycles of vectors for reference space vector voltage
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Figure 24. Three-phase duty cycles using MLSVPWM (simulation results [33])

Figure 25. Phase duty cycles and phase-to-phase duty cycle using MLSVPWM (experiment results [33])

2.3.5. Islanded operation

Compared  to  the  grid  integration  DFIG  wind  system,  the  isolated  DFIG  wind  system
operating  at  regulated  voltage  (magnitude  and frequency)  is  also  found applicable  and
valuable to some independent power subgrid or  distributed power systems.  One of  the
application  examples  –  DFIG-Synchronous  machine  system configuration  –  is  shown in
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Figure 26. Modified FOC for power generation in Figure 27 is used and the line voltage
magnitude and frequency are stabilized by extra variable load and synchronous machine.
The line frequency is held by compensating the resistive load, while the line voltage is held
by feeding controlled field voltage of synchronous machine. The proposed controller scheme
in [34] is employed for synchronous machine field voltage controller. As shown in Figure
28(a, b), the line frequency is regulated at 60Hz with limited error while the line voltage
is regulated at 1 p.u. The constant frequency and magnitude in transmission line voltage
is  the  basic  requirement  for  a  controllable  power  delivery.  Based  on  the  regulations  of
frequency and line voltage, the active power and reactive power are also under control‐
led respectively [25]. The dc-link voltage is kept at nominal value, while the generator speed
is controlled at optimal 0.95 p.u., as shown in Figure 29.

Figure 26. Islanded DFIG-Synchronous machine wind power system

Figure 27. DFIG-Synchronous machine system control scheme
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Figure 28. Line voltage and frequency in islanded DFIG system ((a) line frequency; (b) line voltage)

Figure 29. Simulation results for islanded operation ((a) dc-link voltage Vdc; (b) generator speed ωr; (c) active power P;
(d) reactive power Q; (e) wind speed Vw)
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2.4. Grid synchronization

The key to performing FOC is to follow the position angle of the d-axis component so that the
output can be synchronized with dq frame, especially in the grid integration operation mode.
In order to operate in this mode, the induction generator voltage must be synchronized with
the grid voltage by applying the Phase Lock Loop (PLL) technique. The technique takes the
grid signal as input and keeps track of the position angle of the grid voltage for FOC as well
as reproducing the grid voltage frequency as output, in a real-time manner. To introduce the
algorithm, assume an estimated grid voltage angle  (accurate grid voltage angle of θ); the
resulting grid voltages in dq frame are written as:

 cos  sin  

 sin  cos

ˆ ˆ

ˆ ˆ
d

q

V V V a

V V V b
a b

a b

q q

q q
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= - +
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and Vm denotes the magnitude of the voltage space vector. By substituting Vα and Vβ in (31a,
b) by (32a, b), the Vd and Vq can be organized as:
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(33)

It is seen that if  is equal to θ, Vd is equal to Vm, and Vq is equal to 0. Therefore, the accurate
grid voltage angle θ can be obtained by regulating the grid voltage Vq to zero. Assuming there
is an error δ between  and θ that δ = θ -  , due to the small value of δ, it is true that Vq ≅ Vmδ
and the PLL system in s-domain can be described as Figure 30, where (s) denotes the estimated
grid voltage angular frequency and Kc(s) is a PI controller. After removing the unknown
accurate θ, the PLL scheme is essentially a regulation of Vq in Figure 31, where the measured
Vq goes through a 1st-order low-pass filter whose cutoff frequency is ωc. In this way, the noise
is effectively eliminated.

The introduced PLL algorithm is simulated and shown in Figure 32, as well as zoom-in image
in Figure 33 [33], where 0 radian grid voltage position coincides with the zero-crossing of phase
voltage Van and the frequency can be detected to be 60Hz after short transient (the initial grid
frequency is assumed as 55Hz). These results indicate a successful “locking” of grid frequency
and position angle, with which the FOC (Figures 16 and 19) are conducted on back-to-back
converter in a real-time manner and can thus continuously “match” the generated voltage with
the grid voltage.
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Figure 32. PLL results of grid voltage angle and frequency for grid integration operation ((a) phase A voltage Van; (b)
grid voltage angular position; (c) grid voltage frequency)

Figure 30. PLL scheme for grid voltage angle estimation

Figure 31. PLL scheme with regulation of Vq
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Figure 33. Zoom-in image of Figure 32

3. Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT)

Efficiency always plays an important role in induction generator wind systems. While the SCIG
system loses precise control of power due to the fixed-speed operation, to achieve high
efficiency in wind power conversion systems, the MPPT in variable-speed DFIG system has
been intensively investigated. Basically, the studied techniques in MPPT include three
strategies: (1) the methods relying on wind speed, (2) the methods relying on output power
measurement and calculation, and (3) the methods relying on reference power curve.

3.1. Pitch angle control of induction generator wind systems

An overall picture of induction generator wind system operation versus wind speed is
depicted in Figure 34, where the output power must be “truncated” after reaching certain level.
Pitch angle control, as investigated in section 2.2, is used not only in SCIG system but also in
DFIG system for this purpose. It is seen that the capability of pitch angle control in response
to the increase of wind speed, on limiting the power output, is primarily dependent on turbine
blade physical structure. Therefore, the system needs to be shut down by brake system in the
case of wind speed cutoff. Figure 34 also emphasizes the augmented power output of MPPT
operation over fixed-speed operation and this inspires the investigation of advanced variable-
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speed wind systems, where the induction generator speed can always be controlled in a large
range to capture desired output power by combining the previously discussed FOC with
MPPT strategies.

Figure 34. Wind power system operations

3.2. MPPT methods for DFIG wind systems

3.2.1. Wind speed based method

Most DFIG wind power systems are dependent of wind speed measurement [2,4]. In these
systems, anemometers are applied to measure the wind speed and thus the systems suffer
from additional cost of sensors and complexity. In order to solve this problem, wind speed
estimation methods have been reported [25, 35-36]. Relying on the complex algorithms, the
accurate wind speed can be captured for controlling the optimal tip speed ratio so that the
MPPT can be performed accordingly, as shown in Figure 35. However, the wind speed
information and associated efforts on software/hardware are still necessary and significant.
To eliminate the dependence on wind speed, some sensorless control strategies have been
developed [31,37-38]. These methods are in test for small-scale stand-alone systems and the
complicated estimation algorithms remain, which will result in weakening of accuracy and
control speed in real operating environment where the wind speed changes rapidly.

3.2.2. Power variation rate based method

Tracking the maximum power can also be accomplished through measuring the output power
directly [39-42]. The idea of this method is through checking the variation rate of the output
power with respect to that of generator speed (dP/dω), the power operation point location can
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be determined and be accordingly controlled thereafter. Theoretically, the maximum power
operating point can be reached when dP/dω = 0, as shown in Figure 36. A flowchart of the
algorithm is shown in Figure 37, where the operation point (ωm (k), P(k)) is measured and
compared with (ωm(k-1), P(k-1)) under wind speed Vw(i), where i is the index of wind speed;
k is given as the test step index under particular wind speed Vw(i). Among all the tested points,
only one point holds the truth that dP/dω = 0 and it is the optimal operation point (ωmopt(i),
Popt(i)) that will be returned and saved. This procedure is required in a means of real-time for
different wind speed (i=1,2,...,). According to the information from the optimal points, either
the generator speed or the duty cycle of converter can be tuned.

Figure 36. MPPT based on output power varying rate [41]

3.2.3. Reference power curve based method

Besides the above strategies, MPPT can be carried out by means of tracking the reference
(optimal) power curve, which is the fitting curve going through all the maximum power points
of all wind speeds [43-45]. A generalized reference power curve is given as:

Figure 35. Estimated wind speed and real measured wind speed [35]
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e k m k 1 m 1 m 0  ...  P b b b bw w w-

-= + + + + (34)

To determine the optimal degree of the polynomial, comparison is conducted for a 2.678 MW

DFIG wind system [33]. Under a particular wind speed, four reference curves lead to four

different operation points and the 3rd-order polynomial in Equation (35) leads to the most

accurate reference curve along optimal operation points, as shown in Figure 38.

3 2
e 3 m 2 m 1 m 0    P b b b bw w w= + + + (35)

Figure 37. Flow chart of power variation rate testing algorithm
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Figure 38. Comparison of reference power curve fittings

This method has been widely used due to its simple concept and absence of extra wind
measurement  costs.  The  optimal  reference  power  curve  is  constructed  according  to  the
experimental tests and programmed in a microcontroller memory, to be used as a lookup
table.  The  algorithm  diagram  is  illustrated  in  Figure  39.  Either  the  generator  speed  is
measured to obtain power reference for power regulation, or the wind speed is measured
to  obtain  generator  speed reference  for  generator  speed regulation.  The  former  method
produces more accurate output power, while the latter has faster control speed [25]. Some
research works simply apply a cube function of generator speed as reference power or a
square function of generator speed as reference torque. Despite these feasible solutions, the
accurate maximum power and corresponding optimal generator speed are undervalued.
Such  approximation  will  obviously  lead  to  harmed  power  generation  efficiency.  More
importantly,  analysis is  necessary to verify the stability of the method in terms of vary‐
ing wind speed and output power.

An evolved solution was proposed in [47] to effectively minimize the drawback of the above
method.  The  real-time  tuning  of  reference  power  curve  coefficients  is  conducted  and
followed by updating the reference power curve. First, instead of disturbing output power
directly, the most significant coefficient is incrementally disturbed by constant. This change
of reference power curve induces the variation of the output power, which is measured
and compared with previous step power. When the difference in output power between
two consecutive steps approaches a small enough value, the disturbed coefficient is returned
to update the reference power curve. The resulting reference power curve is the accurate
optimal reference power curve. Due to the existence of reference power curve, such tuning
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calculation does not need to be conducted continuously with high frequency. In addition,
without disturbing output power directly, this method can conduct updating and perturba‐
tion  faster.  Moreover,  any deviation of  system model  will  not  give  rise  to  deviation of
optimal power generation because of the real-time tuning. Thus, the method is robust. As
depicted in Figure 40, power variation is checked to capture the optimal coefficient and the
reference power curve is updated accordingly to lead the system running in MPPT mode.
The whole procedure is described in the simulation results in Figures 41 and 42, where the
perturbation of coefficient b3,  the generator speed, and generated power halt after reach‐
ing the optimal values. No more perturbation and updating are needed, thus saving the
calculation cost.  Despite the oscillations at  each b3  perturbation step,  the dc-link voltage
and the reactive power remain at  desired values while the output power and generator
speed are updated, step by step, toward the optimal values. The generator speed and output
power are generally measured with much higher frequency than that of perturbation. It is

Figure 39. MPPT based on reference power curve [46]
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also worth noting that the bandwidth of b3 updating must ensure that both generator speed
and output power are able to reach their steady-states.

Figure 40. Novel MPPT algorithm proposed in [47]
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Figure 41. DFIG system operation applying the novel MPPT (simulation results)

Figure 42. DFIG speed variation induced by the novel MPPT (experiment result)
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4. Conclusion

Wind power systems have been widely studied and applied for years. By virtue of many
advantages, induction generators are found to be suitable in this area. This chapter introduced
and studied two popular types of induction generators – SCIG and DFIG. An overview of the
generators, power electronics, and control strategies was presented first, followed by detailed
modeling of entire wind system. Most importantly, the control algorithms were illustrated,
ranging from FOC, SVM, PLL, to MPPT. Especially, different MPPT strategies were investi‐
gated and compared.
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